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His Forbidden Kiss
I've waited years for the perfect girl, yet she was right
in front of me all along. My best friend, Natalie, has
been by my side through everything. Leaning on my
shoulder, borrowing my sweatshirts…and making my
pants too tight when she flashes me that sassy smile
that drives me crazy. But she has no idea about that
last part. She doesn't have a clue I've felt this way
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about her for years. Until one night after too many
cocktails, we fall into bed together. I'm flirting with
my forever…she just doesn't know it yet. This book is
a sexy, slow-burning best-friends-to-lovers romance
with a guaranteed HEA and no cheating. Dive in, and
get ready to melt for Cam!

First Comes Scandal
Lysette buried her face against Max's throat. "But he's
going to take me away. Don't let him, don't -- "
"You're not going anywhere," Max interrupted. "Calm
yourself, Lysette. It's not good for you to become
excited." His possessiveness made her strangely
giddy. As far as he was concerned, she was his, and
no one was going to take her away from him. Max
stared at Etienne. His voice was soft, but it contained
a note that chilled Lysette's blood. "If you so much as
disarrange a hair on her head, I'll tear you apart."
Lysette couldn't believe it, but she didn't care about
her ruined reputation. The only thing that mattered
was that she wouldn't have to marry Etienne.

The Viscount Who Loved Me With 2nd
Epilogue
Now a Netflix series created by Shonda Rhimes —
producer and creator of Grey’s Anatomy, How to Get
Away with Murder, and Scandal — starring Julie
Andrews, Phoebe Dynevor, Regé-Jean Page, and
Nicola Coughlan. 1814 promises to be another
eventful season, but not, This Author believes, for
Anthony Bridgerton, London's most elusive bachelor,
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who has shown no indication that he plans to marry.
And in all truth, why should he? When it comes to
playing the consummate rake, nobody does it better
--Lady Whistledown's Society Papers, April 1814 But
this time the gossip columnists have it wrong.
Anthony Bridgerton hasn't just decided to marry--he's
even chosen a wife! The only obstacle is his
intended's older sister, Kate Sheffield--the most
meddlesome woman ever to grace a London
ballroom. The spirited schemer is driving Anthony
mad with her determination to stop the betrothal, but
when he closes his eyes at night, Kate's the woman
haunting his increasingly erotic dreams Contrary to
popular belief, Kate is quite sure that reformed rakes
to not make the best husbands--and Anthony
Bridgerton is the most wicked rogue of them all.
Kate's determined to protect her sister--but she fears
her own heart is vulnerable. And when Anthony's lips
touch hers, she's suddenly afraid she might not be
able to resist the reprehensible rake herself

Woo'd in Haste
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn
comes the third novel in the beloved Regency-set
world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton family,
now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.
Sophie Beckett never dreamed she'd be able to sneak
into Lady Bridgerton's famed masquerade ball—or
that "Prince Charming" would be waiting there for
her! Though the daughter of an earl, Sophie has been
relegated to the role of servant by her disdainful
stepmother. But now, spinning in the strong arms of
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the debonair and devastatingly handsome Benedict
Bridgerton, she feels like royalty. Alas, she knows all
enchantments must end when the clock strikes
midnight. Ever since that magical night, a radiant
vision in silver has blinded Benedict to the attractions
of any other—except, perhaps, this alluring and oddly
familiar beauty dressed in housemaid's garb whom he
feels compelled to rescue from a most disagreeable
situation. He has sworn to find and wed his mystery
miss, but this breathtaking maid makes him weak
with wanting her. Yet, if he offers her his heart, will
Benedict sacrifice his only chance for a fairy tale love?
This novel includes The 2nd epilogue, a peek at the
story after the story.

Temptation and Surrender
When Caroline Trent is kidnapped by Blake
Ravenscroft, she doesn't even try to elude this
dangerously handsome agent of the crown. After all,
she's been running from unwanted marriage
proposals. Yes, Blake believes she's a notorious spy
named Carlotta De Leon, but for six weeks until her
twenty-first birthday, when she'll gain control of her
fortune, hiding out in the titillating company of a
mysterious captor is awfully convenient -- and maybe
just a little romantic, too. Blake Ravenscroft's mission
is to bring "Carlotta" to justice, not to fall in love. His
heart has been hardened by years of intrigue, but this
little temptress proves oddly disarming and
thoroughly kissable. And suddenly the unthinkable
becomes possible -- that this mismatched Couple
might be destined for love.
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It's In His Kiss
From New York Times bestselling author Geneva Lee
comes the first chapter in an emotional, breathtaking
love story that will leave you obsessed and begging
for more. Adair MacLaine was sunshine and the storm.
Emerald-green eyes and attitude, I fell for her the
moment we met and hated her just as quickly. Five
years ago, tragedy brought her to my door and
sparked a love that consumed us like wildfire-hot,
unpredictable, and impossible to control. We raged
together until her father made her choose between
me and the family name. I left. She stayed. I'm no
longer the poor kid that lost her. I've made myself
into a man that won't be ignored. Now her father is
dead, the MacLaine empire is crumbling, and Adair's
inheritance depends on the company's largest
investor: me. * * * My whole life changed the night I
met Sterling Ford. Brilliant and intense, he came to
Valmont with nothing but a scholarship and a chip on
his shoulder. He was a grenade and I wanted to pull
the pin. We were doomed from the first kiss. I've
waited for my chance to seize my freedom and now
it's finally in reach-until the last person I ever wanted
to see again walks into my father's funeral: him.

Ten Things I Love About You
The first book in a brand-new series, The Black Cobra
Quartet, from New York Times and USA Today
bestselling romance author Stephanie Laurens, The
Untamed Bride is the story of a bold, beautiful woman
with a scandalous past and a battle-hardened, sinfully
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wealthy, completely unstoppable man who must join
forces to fight a deadly foe known only as the Black
Cobra—and who must also confront the dangers of
the heart . . .

An Offer From a Gentleman
Branded a traitor and imprisoned for refusing to fight
for the Confederacy, Clayton Holland returns home to
Cedar Grove, only to be spurned by the townspeople,
except for vengeful Meg Warner, who finds her hatred
and grief transformed by love.

Always to Remember
“Delightful.” —Nora Roberts A perennial New York
Times bestselling author, whose books have reached
as high as #1, Julia Quinn returns with Ten Things I
Love About You, another clever, witty, and delightful
historical romance. Author Jill Barnett calls the
incomparable Quinn, “Truly our contemporary Jane
Austen,” Time magazine says her books are, “Smart,
funny”—and this absolutely delicious tale of a
beautiful country girl equally desired by an aging
lecherous lord and his handsome rogue of a nephew
is further proof that, “1. [Quinn’s] characters are
engaging, fun, and witty. 2. [Her] dialogue is
engaging, fun and witty” (Orlando Sentinel).

Blacklist
Eloisa James returns with another fabulous romance
in her New York Times bestselling Desperate
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Duchesses series! As a young girl, Emilia Gwendolyn
Carrington told the annoying future Duke of Pindar
that she would marry any man in the world before
him—so years later she is horrified to realize that she
has nowhere else to turn. Evander Septimus Brody
has his own reasons for agreeing to Mia's audacious
proposal, but there's one thing he won't give his
inconvenient wife: himself. Instead, he offers Mia a
devil's bargain . . . he will spend four nights a year
with her. Four nights, and nothing more. And those
only when she begs for them. Which Mia will never
do. Now Vander faces the most crucial challenge of
his life: he must seduce his own wife in order to win
her heart—and no matter what it takes, this is the one
battle he can't afford to lose.

Four Nights with the Duke
Once again, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Julia Quinn transports her readers to historical
romance heaven! Quinn’s Just Like Heaven is the
dazzling first installment of a delightful quartet of
Regency Era-set tales featuring the romantic exploits
of the well-meaning but less-than-accomplished
Smythe-Smith musicians—in this case, a beautiful
violinist in the pitiful group who has her sights set on
marrying the last unwed Bridgerton…unless her
handsome, love-struck guardian has anything to say
about it. Bridgerton fans will cry, “Encore!”—as will
every reader who adores England’s Regency period
and great love stories that are smart, witty, and
lighthearted.
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Libertine's Kiss
Seven marriageable daughters . . . And Lord Zachary
Griffin is just the man to help them. After all, what
could be more tantalizing than teaching the beautiful
Witfeld sisters all the special ways of driving a man
into submission—and marriage? And leading exquisite
Caroline Witfeld, the most spirited and least frivolous
sister, to temptation would be wildly delicious.
Zachary doesn't realize that Caroline's longing gazes
have less to do with attraction and more to do with
admission—to a prestigious arts conservatory. If only
she could set those high cheekbones, that aristocratic
brow, and those powerful shoulders to canvas, her
dreams would all come true. But Caroline is soon
having dreams of a very different sort—ones that
involve the charming rogue and some improper
behavior hardly befitting a lady dedicated to her art . .
.unless she becomes dedicated to the art of love.

To Sir Phillip, With Love
Miss Bianca Mansfield is ready for her debut. If only
her older sister didn't insist on marrying first. She's
doomed to wait to find love. Until she meets … him.
For Lucian Dorlingsley, Viscount Asquith, recently
returned from an extended tour abroad, it is love at
first sight. He's determined to meet Bianca, even if it
means masquerading as a tutor to her young halfbrother. Soon Bianca is torn between love and duty
and about to make a desperate decision. Can Lucian
calm her fury over his betrayal when he reveals that
he's not nearly as improper a match as he seems?
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And will they ever be able to find a match for her
older sister to turn this masquerade into wedded
bliss?

The Further Observations of Lady
Whistledown
Amelia Willoughby has been engaged to the Duke of
Wyndham for as long as she can remember. Literally.
A mere six months old when the contracts were
signed, she has spent the rest of her life waiting. And
waiting. And waiting . . . for Thomas Cavendish, the
oh-so-lofty duke, to finally get around to marrying her.
But as she watches him from afar, she has a sneaking
suspicion that he never thinks about her at all . . . It's
true. He doesn't. Thomas rather likes having a
fiancée—all the better to keep the husband-hunters at
bay—and he does intend to marry her . . . eventually.
But just when he begins to realize that his bride might
be something more than convenient, Thomas's world
is rocked by the arrival of his long-lost cousin, who
may or may not be the true Duke of Wyndham. And if
Thomas is not the duke, then he's not engaged to
Amelia. Which is the cruelest joke of all, because this
arrogant and illustrious duke has made the mistake of
falling in love . . . with his own fiancée!

Splendid
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn
comes the first novel in the beloved Regency-set
world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton family,
now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix. In
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the ballrooms and drawing rooms of Regency London,
rules abound. From their earliest days, children of
aristocrats learn how to address an earl and curtsey
before a prince—while other dictates of the ton are
unspoken yet universally understood. A proper duke
should be imperious and aloof. A young, marriageable
lady should be amiable…but not too amiable. Daphne
Bridgerton has always failed at the latter. The fourth
of eight siblings in her close-knit family, she has
formed friendships with the most eligible young men
in London. Everyone likes Daphne for her kindness
and wit. But no one truly desires her. She is simply
too deuced honest for that, too unwilling to play the
romantic games that captivate gentlemen. Amiability
is not a characteristic shared by Simon Basset, Duke
of Hastings. Recently returned to England from
abroad, he intends to shun both marriage and
society—just as his callous father shunned Simon
throughout his painful childhood. Yet an encounter
with his best friend’s sister offers another option. If
Daphne agrees to a fake courtship, Simon can deter
the mamas who parade their daughters before him.
Daphne, meanwhile, will see her prospects and her
reputation soar. The plan works like a charm—at first.
But amid the glittering, gossipy, cut-throat world of
London’s elite, there is only one certainty: love
ignores every rule This novel includes the 2nd
epilogue, a peek at the story after the story.

Only With Your Love
Julia Quinn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
What Happens in London and Mr. Cavendish, I
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Presume, dazzles in Dancing at Midnight, a romance
that brings together a bluestocking lady and a
wounded war hero.

I Kissed an Earl
THE ONE THING HE CANNOT REVEAL For years,
Melisande Fleming has loved Lord Vale from afar . . .
watching him seduce a succession of lovers, and once
catching a glimpse of heartbreaking depths beneath
his roguish veneer. When he's jilted on his wedding
day, she boldly offers to be his. TO THE ONE WOMAN
HE MOST DESIRES Vale gladly weds Melisande, if only
to produce an heir. But he's pleasantly surprised: A
shy and proper Lady by day, she's a wanton at night,
giving him her body-though not her heart. IS HIS
DEEPEST NEED . . . Determined to learn her secrets,
this sinner starts to woo his seductive new wife-while
hiding the nightmares from his soldiering days in the
Colonies that still haunt him. Yet when a deadly
betrayal from the past threatens to tear them apart,
Lord Vale must bare his soul to the woman he married
. . . or risk losing her forever.

Mr. Cavendish, I Presume
When Charles Wycombe, the dashing and incorrigible
Earl of Billington, toppled out of a tree and landed at
Ellie's feet, neither suspected that such an
inauspicious meeting would lead to marriage. But
Charles must find a bride before his thirtieth birthday
or he'll lose his fortune. And Ellie needs a husband or
her father's odious fiancée will choose one for her.
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And so they agree to wed, even though their match
appears to have been made somewhere hotter than
heaven Ellie never dreamed she'd marry a stranger,
especially one with such a devastating combination of
rakish charm and debonair wit. She tries to keep him
at arm's length, at least until she discovers the man
beneath the handsome surface. But Charles can be
quite persuasive -- even tender -- when he puts his
mind to it, and Ellie finds herself slipping under his
seductive spell. And as one kiss leads to another, this
unlikely pair discovers that their marriage is not so
inconvenient after all and just might lead to love.

Just Like Heaven
2 March 1810 . . . Today, I fell in love. At the age of
ten, Miranda Cheever showed no signs of Great
Beauty. And even at ten, Miranda learned to accept
the expectations society held for her—until the
afternoon when Nigel Bevelstoke, the handsome and
dashing Viscount Turner, solemnly kissed her hand
and promised her that one day she would grow into
herself, that one day she would be as beautiful as she
already was smart. And even at ten, Miranda knew
she would love him forever. But the years that
followed were as cruel to Turner as they were kind to
Miranda. She is as intriguing as the viscount boldly
predicted on that memorable day—while he is a
lonely, bitter man, crushed by a devastating loss. But
Miranda has never forgotten the truth she set down
on paper all those years earlier—and she will not
allow the love that is her destiny to slip lightly
through her fingers . . .
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Flirting with Forever
Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster,
and so he'd proposed, figuring that she'd be homely
and unassuming, and more than a little desperate for
an offer of marriage. Except . . . she wasn't. The
beautiful woman on his doorstep was anything but
quiet, and when she stopped talking long enough to
close her mouth, all he wanted to do was kiss her . . .
and more. Did he think she was mad? Eloise
Bridgerton couldn't marry a man she had never met!
But then she started thinking . . . and wondering . . .
and before she knew it, she was in a hired carriage in
the middle of the night, on her way to meet the man
she hoped might be her perfect match. Except . . . he
wasn't. Her perfect husband wouldn't be so moody
and ill-mannered, and while Phillip was certainly
handsome, he was a large brute of a man, rough and
rugged, and totally unlike the London gentlemen
vying for her hand. But when he smiled . . . and when
he kissed her . . . the rest of the world simply fell
away, and she couldn't help but wonder . . . could this
imperfect man be perfect for her?

The Secret Diaries of Miss Miranda
Cheever
Amelia Willoughby has been engaged to Thomas
Cavendish, Duke of Wyndham, since she was a baby,
but Thomas seems in no hurry to marry her, until his
long-lost cousin arrives to threaten his claim to the
dukedom and to Amelia.
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The Sum of All Kisses
Includes excerpt from third book in the same series,
"Someone to Wed" (pages 381-390).

How to Marry a Marquis
Celia Vallerand fears for her life as she stares into the
deep, arresting eyes of the dashing man who
purchased her from the brigands who had abducted
her. But it soon becomes clear that it's her virtue, not
her life, that's in danger. The rugged, powerful
renegade known only as "Griffin" arouses desires in
Celia as dangerous as they are forbidden. And though
she knows she must resist him, she fears she may be
unable to do so. But the magnificent adventurer is a
man trapped in a perilous deception. And the
shocking secrets he guards could deny him the love of
the fair captive lady who has enslaved his reckless
heart.

Because of Miss Bridgerton
Sometimes you find love in the most unexpected of
places This is not one of those times. Everyone
expects Billie Bridgerton to marry one of the Rokesby
brothers. The two families have been neighbors for
centuries, and as a child the tomboyish Billie ran wild
with Edward and Andrew. Either one would make a
perfect husband someday. Sometimes you fall in love
with exactly the person you think you should Or not.
There is only one Rokesby Billie absolutely cannot
tolerate, and that is George. He may be the eldest
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and heir to the earldom, but he's arrogant, annoying,
and she's absolutely certain he detests her. Which is
perfectly convenient, as she can't stand the sight of
him, either. But sometimes fate has a wicked sense of
humor Because when Billie and George are quite
literally thrown together, a whole new sort of sparks
begins to fly. And when these lifelong adversaries
finally kiss, they just might discover that the one
person they can't abide is the one person they can't
live without

When Strangers Marry
Rumors and Gossip . . . The lifeblood of London When
Olivia Bevelstoke is told that her new neighbor may
have killed his fiancée, she doesn't believe it for a
second, but, still, how can she help spying on him,
just to be sure? So she stakes out a spot near her
bedroom window, cleverly concealed by curtains,
watches, and waits . . . and discovers a most
intriguing man, who is definitely up to something. Sir
Harry Valentine works for the boring branch of the
War Office, translating documents vital to national
security. He's not a spy, but he's had all the training,
and when a gorgeous blonde begins to watch him
from her window, he is instantly suspicious. But just
when he decides that she's nothing more than an
annoyingly nosy debutante, he discovers that she
might be engaged to a foreign prince, who might be
plotting against England. And when Harry is roped
into spying on Olivia, he discovers that he might be
falling for her himself . . .
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A Night Like This
1 March 1811. Today I fell in love. At the age of ten,
Miss Miranda Cheever showed no signs of ever
becoming a Great Beauty. Her hair was lamentably
brown, her eyes the same muddy colour, and her
legs, which were uncommonly long, refused to learn
anything which might remotely be called grace. Only,
in 1811, the nineteen-year-old Viscount Turner eldest brother of Miranda's closest friend - had kissed
the hand of an awkward ten-year-old girl and
promised her that one day she'd be as beautiful as
she was smart. Now, eight years later, Miranda is a
woman grown, and Turner an embittered widower.
But she has never forgotten his kindness. Indeed it is
only in her diary that she confides the truth: she has
never stopped loving Turner, and she has never
stopped hoping that one day he will see her as more
than a nave girl.

Brighter Than the Sun
Stephanie Laurens continues her bestselling Cynster
series with Temptation and Surrender, the story of
Jonas Tallent, brother-in-law of Lucifer Cynster, who
leaves the ballrooms of London to manage his
family’s estate, and his romance with lady innkeeper
Emily Beauregard.

To Catch an Heiress
Now a Netflix series created by Shonda Rhimes—
producer and creator of Grey’s Anatomy, How to Get
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Away with Murder, and Scandal— starring Julie
Andrews, Phoebe Dynevor, Regé-Jean Page, and
Nicola Coughlan. A funny thing happened Unlike most
men of his acquaintance, Gregory Bridgerton believes
in true love. And he is convinced that when he finds
the woman of his dreams, he will know in an instant
that she is the one. And that is exactly what
happened. Except She wasn’t the one. In fact, the
ravishing Miss Hermione Watson is in love with
another. But her best friend, the ever-practical Lady
Lucinda Abernathy, wants to save Hermione from a
disastrous alliance, so she offers to help Gregory win
her over. But in the process, Lucy falls in love. With
Gregory! Except Lucy is engaged. And her uncle is not
inclined to let her back out of the betrothal, even
once Gregory comes to his senses and realizes that it
is Lucy, with her sharp wit and sunny smile, who
makes his heart sing. And now, on the way to the
wedding, Gregory must risk everything to ensure that
when it comes time to kiss the bride, he is the only
man standing at the altar

Bridgerton
It was indisputably love at first sight. But Victoria
Lyndon was merely the teenaged daughter of a vicar.
. .while Robert Kemble was the dashing young earl of
Macclesfield. Surely what their meddlesome fathers
insisted must have been true-that he was a reckless
seducer determined to destroy her innocence. . . and
she was a shameless fortune hunter. So it most
certainly was for the best when their plans to elope
went hopelessly awry. Even after a seven-year
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separation, Victoria-now a governess-still leaves
Robert breathless. But how could he ever again trust
the raven-haired deceiver who had shattered his soul?
And Victoria could never give her heart a second time
to the cad who so callously trampled on it the first.
But a passion fated will not be denied, and vows of
love yearn to be kept. . . even when one promises the
moon.

The Untamed Bride
Desperate Needs Beautiful orphan Vivienne
Burroughs is determined to marry only for love and
isn't about to allow her uncle to marry her off for a
noble title. But her plans to escape this fate are
interrupted by a strong and masterful man walking
out of the mist. He alone offers Vivienne salvation
from her dilemmabut will not reveal his identity. And
when he kisses her Vivienne knows she won't rest
until she finds her mystery man. Desperate Measures
When Robert Harding sees a young woman teetering
on the edge the of the River Thames he is certain
she's a step away from plunging to her death. A man
who knows what it is to be desperate, Robert has
spent his life helping others -- but, there was
something different about Vivienne. Her captivating
beauty is too great a temptation to resist. Honor
demands that Robert, let her go, even as he knows
that "Vivienne: was, made to his bride. But can honor
remain strong beneath the heat of a forbidden kiss?

The Secret Diaries of Miss Miranda
Cheever
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Lady Whistledown Tells All! Society is abuzz when the
Season's most promising debutante is jilted by her
intended -- only to be swept away by the deceitful
rogue's dashing older brother -- in New York Times
bestseller Julia Quinn's witty, charming, and heartfelt
tale. When the scandalous actions of his beautiful
fiancée are recorded in Lady Whistledown's column, a
concerned groom-to-be rushes back to London to win
his lady's heart once and forever, in Suzanne Enoch's
enchanting romantic gem. Karen Hawkins captivates
with an enduring story of a handsome rogue whose
lifelong friendship -- and his heart -- are tested when
the lovely lady in question sets her cap for someone
else. A dazzling and delightful tale by Mia Ryan has a
young woman cast out of her home by an insufferable
yet charming marquis -- who intends to take
possession not only of the house but its former
occupant as well!

Someone to Hold
Abandoned by his cavalier father at a young age,
William de Veres grew up knowing precious little
happiness. But William has put the past firmly behind
him and as a military hero and noted rake, he rises
fast in the ranks of the hedonistic Restoration court.
Though not before he is forced to seek shelter from a
charming young Puritan woman… The civil wars have
cost the once-high-spirited Elizabeth Walters her best
friend and her father, leaving her unprotected and
alone. She flees an unwanted marriage, seeking safe
haven, but what she finds is something she never
expected. When her kindness and her beauty bring
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her to the attention of William, and then the king, she
will have a choice to make. After all, can a notorious
libertine really be capable of love?

Dancing at Midnight
When James Sidwell, Marquis of Riverdale, offered to
help Elizabeth Hotchkiss find herself a husband, he
never dreamed that the only candidate he could
propose would be himself..

To Seduce a Sinner
Nora Roberts calls Julia Quinn’s novels, “Delightful.”
The #1 New York Times bestselling creator of the
irresistible Bridgerton family, Quinn offers historical
romance readers new delights with A Night Like
This—the second book (following the phenomenal Just
Like Heaven) to feature the affairs, romantic and
melodic, of the endearing, if painfully untalented,
Smythe-Smith musicians. On A Night Like This in
Regency England, anything can happen, especially
when a beautiful pianist sitting in at the annual
Smythe-Smith musicale catches the eye of a haunted,
hunted man in desperate need of redemption. There
is simply no author in the realm of historical romance
fiction hotter than the remarkable Julia Quinn—and
anyone who has ever been swept away by the love
stories of Amanda Quick, Lisa Kleypas, or Jill Barnett
will cherish A Night Like This.

What Happens in London
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From Julia Quinn, the New York Times bestselling
author of steamy historical romances, comes the third
seductive installment of the Smythe-Smith Quartet,
The Sum of All Kisses. Sarah Pleinsworth can’t forgive
Hugh Prentice for the duel he fought three years ago
that nearly destroyed her family, sent her cousin
fleeing, and left Hugh himself with a badly injured leg.
That’s fine with Hugh, who can’t tolerate Sarah’s
dramatic ways. But when the two are forced to spend
a week together, they find that unexpected kisses,
and mutual passion, may have the power to change
both of their minds. Written with Julia Quinn’s
trademark style, The Sum of All Kisses is a witty and
lighthearted Regency romance.

How to Bake a Perfect Life
She was given two choices Georgiana Bridgerton isn’t
against the idea of marriage. She’d just thought she’d
have some say in the matter. But with her reputation
hanging by a thread after she’s abducted for her
dowry, Georgie is given two options: live out her life
as a spinster or marry the rogue who has ruined her
life. Enter Option #3 As the fourth son of an earl,
Nicholas Rokesby is prepared to chart his own course.
He has a life in Edinburgh, where he’s close to
completing his medical studies, and he has no
time—or interest—to find a wife. But when he
discovers that Georgie Bridgerton—his literal girl-nextdoor—is facing ruin, he knows what he must do. A
Marriage of Convenience It might not have been the
most romantic of proposals, but Nicholas never
thought she’d say no. Georgie doesn’t want to be
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anyone’s sacrifice, and besides, they could never
think of each other as anything more than childhood
friends or could they? But as they embark upon their
unorthodox courtship they discover a new twist to the
age-old rhyme. First comes scandal, then comes
marriage. But after that comes love

An Invitation to Sin
“Julie Anne Long reinvents the historical romance for
modern readers, delivering intense, passionate
characters and high adventure. Her writing glows.”
—Amanda Quick I Kissed an Earl is another
installment in rapidly rising star Julie Anne Long’s
sensual and emotionally charged Pennyroyal Green
series, centered around the longstanding feud of the
wealthy Eversea and Redmond families of Pennyroyal
Green, Sussex. I Kissed an Earl absolutely brims with
romance, adventure, and, of course, intense passion,
as a beautiful, willful Regency lady searching for her
lost brother stows away on a sailing ship—and ends
up enchanting the vessel’s highborn, hard-headed
Captain.

Mr. Cavendish, I Presume LP
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn
comes the seventh novel in the beloved Regency-set
world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton family,
now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Sum of All Kisses and Because of Miss Bridgerton
comes the story of Hyacinth, the youngest child of the
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famed Bridgerton siblings. Meet Our Hero . . . Gareth
St. Clair is in a bind. His father, who detests him, is
determined to beggar the St. Clair estates and ruin
his inheritance. Gareth’s sole bequest is an old family
diary, which may or may not contain the secrets of his
past . . . and the key to his future. The problem is—it’s
written in Italian, of which Gareth speaks not a word.
Meet Our Heroine . . . All the ton agreed: there was no
one quite like Hyacinth Bridgerton. She’s fiendishly
smart, devilishly outspoken, and according to Gareth,
probably best in small doses. But there’s something
about her—something charming and vexing—that
grabs him and won’t quite let go . . . Meet Poor Mr.
Mozart . . . Or don’t. But rest assured, he’s spinning in
his grave when Gareth and Hyacinth cross paths at
the annual—and annually discordant—Smythe-Smith
musicale. To Hyacinth, Gareth’s every word seems a
dare, and she offers to translate his diary, even
though her Italian is slightly less than perfect. But as
they delve into the mysterious text, they discover
that the answers they seek lie not in the diary, but in
each other . . . and that there is nothing as simple—or
as complicated—as a single, perfect kiss. This edition
includes the second epilogue from The Bridgertons:
Happily Ever After.

On the Way to the Wedding
Based on the phenomenal growth of Quinn's
popularity, and her four-week stint on the New York
Times bestseller list with Romancing Mr Bridgerton,
it's the perfect time to revisit Ms Quinn's 'splendid'
storytelling. American heiress Emma Dunster has
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always been fun-loving and independent with no wish
to settle into marriage. She plans to enjoy her Season
in London in more unconventional ways than husbandhunting. But this time Emma's high-jinks lead her into
dangerous temptation Alexander Ridgely, the Duke of
Ashbourne, is a notorious rake who carefully avoids
the risk of loveuntil he plants one reckless kiss on the
sensuous lips of this high-spirited innocentand
condemns himself to delicious torment. Little does he
know that his passion has touched the very soul of
the lovely enchantressand committed them both to a
lifetime of splendid ecstasy.

Everything and the Moon
Hoping for a quieter life as a bakery owner after
struggling as a young parent and suffering a heartbreaking divorce, Ramona Gallagher finds herself
caring for an unruly step-granddaughter by
immersing the girl in a network of women family
members. By the RITA Award finalist author of The
Lost Recipe for Happiness. Original.
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